EL CAMINO COLLEGE MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES
DIVISION LEARNING OUTCOMES ASSESSMENT
COORDINATING COMMITTEE MEETING
(DLOACC)
April 28, 2020
Present: Susanne Bucher, Milan Georgevich, Marlow Lemons, Pavan Nagpal, Solomon Russell,
Catherine Schult-Roman, Jacquelyn Sims
Fall 2019 SLO and PLO Completion Rates
Accreditation is coming and would like the SLO’s completed.
The 2019 SLO’s and PLO’s are good
CS 1 needs to get their SLO completed.
CM D needs to complete the PLO.
Timeline grids
Time line grids have been received for CM 1 and CM 2.
Computer Science have new courses to be added.
C. Schult Roman will send out an SLO or PLO change form to Solomon Russell if needed.
If faculty would like their old timeline please make your request to Catherine Schult-Roman.
Spring 2020 SLO Assessments
Colleges do not have to asses SLO for any courses that are not fully online. Kaysa Moreno and
Catherine Schult Roman will be representing the math department, as they are the only ones
teaching Math 150 online.
CCC and the DLOACC
Curicunet and Nuventive , their SLO’s have been different on their website and can be an issue
for accreditation and they need to be consistent. If there are any changes in the division, we sent
it off to the CCC. The process will change; they will add the info to Nuventive and will be
copied and paste on to Curicunet. If program reviews need to be done, a form to ALC needs to
be submitted. Athe ALC will let CCC about the change.
Online Resources for students to practice their skills

The majority of the faculty expressed how they felt that students were not prepared. Dean Sims recalls
receiving some recommendations such as to inform counseling on creating some kind guided
placement. Dr. Marlow Lemons, Lijun Wang, Gordon Song, Malinni Rouen and Dean Sims are working on
some research to create resources for the students. If faculty can have students to do some of the
modules as practice for review, similar to the math practice test that was used for placement. Dr.
Lemons shared his screen to show how it works. Please reach out to Dr. Lemons for further details at
Mlemons@elcamino.edu. This process is similar to Pearson my math test in which was used for students
to prepare for the placement exam, and was used only for incoming students.
Dean’s Remarks
Dean Sims thanked the Committee.

